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Abstract
Bioceramic mixtures of tricalcium phosphate (TCP) and hydroxyapatite (HAp) are widely used for 
bone regeneration because of their excellent cytocompatibility, osteoconduction, and 
osteoinduction. Therefore, we hypothesized that incorporation of a mixture of TCP and HAp in 
microsphere-based scaffolds would enhance osteogenesis of rat bone marrow stromal cells 
(rBMSCs) compared to a positive control of scaffolds with encapsulated bone-morphogenic 
protein-2 (BMP-2). Poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) microsphere-based scaffolds 
encapsulating TCP and HAp mixtures in two different ratios (7:3 and 1:1) were fabricated with the 
same net ceramic content (30 wt%) to evaluate how incorporation of these ceramic mixtures would 
affect the osteogenesis in rBMSCs. Encapsulation of TCP/HAp mixtures impacted microsphere 
morphologies and the compressive moduli of the scaffolds. Additionally, TCP/HAp mixtures 
enhanced the end-point secretion of extracellular matrix (ECM) components relevant to bone 
tissue compared to the “blank” (PLGA-only) microsphere-based scaffolds as evidenced by the 
biochemical, gene expression, histology, and immunohistochemical characterization. Moreover, 
the TCP/HAp mixture groups even surpassed the BMP-2 positive control group in some instances 
in terms of matrix synthesis and gene expression. Lastly, gene expression data suggested that the 
rBMSCs responded differently to different TCP/HAp ratios presented to them. Altogether, it can 
be concluded that TCP/HAp mixtures stimulated the differentiation of rBMSCs toward an 
osteoblastic phenotype, and therefore may be beneficial in gradient microsphere-based scaffolds 
for osteochondral regeneration.
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Several regenerative medicine strategies for osteochondral repair have relied on the use of 
bioceramics such as tricalcium phosphate (TCP) and hydroxyapatite (HAp) for regenerating 
the bone region of the tissue [1–6].TCP and HAp are both chemically similar to the 
inorganic component of bone and are osteoconductive because of their capability to bond 
with bone. TCP lacks osteoinductivity, while HAp is widely accepted to be osteoinductive 
[7, 8]. On the other hand, HAp degrades over the course of several years, whereas TCP may 
be resorbed into the new bone tissue [9, 10]. Numerous studies have shown that mixtures of 
TCP and HAp without the addition of any growth factors or cells can treat large bone 
defects, which supports their great clinical potential [11–13].
Microsphere-based scaffolds are promising substrates for musculoskeletal regeneration 
because of their structural attributes like rigidity in shape, ability to provide a porous 
network, and uniform mechanical properties [14]. Moreover, they offer a wide range of 
alternatives in terms of materials for microsphere matrices, and methods for microsphere 
fabrication and sintering [15–20]. Our group has demonstrated that microsphere-based 
scaffolds can provide opposing signal gradients via spatio-temporal release of growth factors 
to facilitate regeneration of complex tissues such as the osteochondral interface [21–26]. 
Furthermore, we have shown that opposing gradients of materials such as TCP and 
chondroitin sulfate can provide raw materials (i.e., bioactive signals and building blocks) to 
simultaneously guide the regional osteo- and chondrogenic differentiation of cells [27, 28]. 
Delivering raw materials in lieu of growth factors holds tremendous financial incentive for 
translation to the clinic by providing a more streamlined path for regulatory approval as well 
as saving on the cost of including the growth factor in the product. With regard to 
osteochondral regeneration, the ceramic mixtures can be combined with chondrogenic raw 
materials in a gradient scaffold to regenerate the bone region of the tissue. To first evaluate 
the osteogenic response, the systematic approach is to assess the performance of 
homogenous microsphere-based scaffolds encapsulating bioceramic mixtures before 
employing them in a continuously graded design. Therefore, the objective of the current 
study was to investigate the in vitro response of homogenous microsphere-based scaffolds 
encapsulating TCP and HAp mixtures.
In the current study, we investigated whether encapsulation of a bioceramic mixture (TCP 
and HAp) in PLGA microsphere-based homogenous scaffolds would promote osteogenesis 
in rat bone marrow stromal cells (rBMSCs). Homogenous microsphere-based scaffolds were 
fabricated using PLGA microspheres encapsulating TCP and HAp mixtures in two of the 
most widely studied w/w ratios of 7:3 and 1:1 (TCP:HAp) with the same net ceramic content 
of 30 wt% [29–31]. The response of rBMSCs to the bioceramic mixtures was evaluated 
when cultured in a medium consisting of exogenous factors. Cell response to an osteogenic 
growth factor, bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)-2, encapsulated in microspheres has been 
studied in detail in our earlier work [22, 24]. Microsphere-based scaffolds with encapsulated 
BMP-2 served as the positive control, and “blank” microsphere-based scaffolds (i.e., no 
BMP-2, TCP or HAp) served as the negative control. We hypothesized that the bioceramic 
mixture encapsulating groups would outperform the BMP-2 group (positive control) in gene 
expression and extracellular matrix (ECM) synthesis relevant to bone tissue.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) (50:50 lactic acid:glycolic acid ratio, ester end 
group) with an intrinsic viscosity (i.v.) of 0.37 dL/g, was obtained from Evonik Industries 
(Essen, Germany). Human BMP-2 and Murine insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-I were 
obtained from PeproTech, Inc. (Rocky Hill, NJ). HAp and TCP powders (< 200 nm particle) 
were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All other reagents and organic solvents 
utilized were of cell culture or ACS grade.
2.2 Preparation of Microspheres
Four different types of microspheres were fabricated for the study: - (i) PLGA microspheres 
(BLANK), (ii) BMP-2 encapsulated PLGA microspheres (BMP), (iii) 7:3 w/w TCP:HAp-
encapsulated in PLGA microspheres (abbreviated as TH73 or TCP/HAp 7:3), and (iv) 1:1 
w/w TCP:HAp-encapsulated in PLGA microspheres (abbreviated TH11 or TCP/HAp 1:1). 
For fabricating BMP-2 encapsulated microspheres, BMP-2 was first reconstituted in 10 
mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (both from Sigma, 
St. Louis, MO). The reconstituted protein solution was mixed with 20% w/v PLGA 
dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM) at a loading of 60 ng BMP-2 per 1.0 mg of PLGA. 
The final mixture was then sonicated over ice (50% amplitude, 20 s). The TCP/HAp 7:3 and 
TCP/HAp 1:1 encapsulated microspheres were fabricated by adding 4.2% and 3% w/v TCP 
and 1.8% and 3% w/v HAp, respectively to 14% w/v PLGA dissolved in DCM. The net 
ceramic content encapsulated in TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups was 30 wt%. Using 
the PLGA-protein and PLGA-TCP/HAp emulsions, microspheres with mean diameters 
ranging from 172–186 µm (Supplementary Figure 1), were fabricated via our previously 
reported technology [32, 21, 33, 22, 23, 27, 34, 24, 35, 28, 25, 26, 36–38]. Briefly, using 
acoustic excitation produced by an ultrasonic transducer (Branson Ultrasonics, Danbury, 
CT), regular jet instabilities were created in the polymer stream, thereby creating uniform 
polymer droplets. An annular carrier non-solvent stream of 0.5% w/v poly (vinyl alcohol) 
(PVA, 88% hydrolyzed, 25 kDa, Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA) in deionized water (DI 
H2O) carried the emanated polymer droplets (i.e., microspheres) into a beaker containing the 
non-solvent solution at 0.5% w/v in DI H2O. The microspheres were stirred for 2–3 h to 
allow the solvent to evaporate, and then these microspheres were filtered, rinsed and stored 
at −20°C. The microspheres were then lyophilized for 48 h before further use.
2.3 Scaffold Fabrication
Scaffolds were prepared from the microspheres using our previously established technology 
[33, 22, 27, 35, 37, 38]. In brief, lyophilized microspheres (50–70 mg) were dispersed in DI 
H2O and loaded into a syringe. The dispersion was then pumped using a programmable 
syringe pump (PHD 22/2000; Harvard Apparatus, Inc., Holliston, MA) into a cylindrical 
plastic mold (diameter ~ 4 mm) having a filter at the bottom until a height of about 2 mm 
was reached. The scaffolds were 3.8–4.0 mm in diameter and around 2 mm in height. The 
packed microspheres were then sintered with ethanol-acetone (95:5 v/v) for 55 min. The 
scaffolds were further lyophilized for 48 h and sterilized with ethylene oxide for 12 h prior 
to cell seeding experiments. A total of four different groups were tested in the study and 
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were named according to the composition of microspheres as: BLANK, BMP, TH73 or 
TCP/HAp 7:3, and TH11 or TCP/HAp 1:1.
2.4 Cell Seeding of Scaffolds
rBMSCs were obtained from the femurs of eight young male Sprague–Dawley rats (176–
200 g, SASCO) following a University of Kansas approved IACUC protocol (175–08) and 
cultured in medium consisting of αMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (MSC-Qualified, cat 
#10437-028) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (P/S) (both from Thermofisher Scientific, 
Waltham, MA). When the cells were 80% to 90% confluent, they were trypsinized and re-
plated at 7,500 cells/cm2. Seeding was performed when cells reached P4. Scaffolds were 
sterilized using ethylene oxide for 12 h, allowed to ventilate overnight after sterilization, and 
placed in a 48-well plate. Cells (P4) were resuspended in culture medium at a concentration 
of approximately 50 million/mL. 25 µL of this cell suspension (~1.25M cells) was placed 
directly onto the top of the scaffold, which infiltrated the scaffold via capillary action [33, 
27]. Cells were allowed to attach for 1 h, after which 1 mL of culture medium was added. 
After 24 h, the culture medium was replaced by 1 mL of differentiation medium consisting 
of αMEM, 1% P/S, 10% FBS, 4 mM β-glycerophosphate (β-GP), 100 nM dexamethasone 
(DEX) (MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA), 1% insulin-transferrin-selenium 100X (ITS) 
(Thermofisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), 1% non-essential amino acids (NEAA) 
(Thermofisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), 15 mM HEPES buffer (Thermofisher Scientific, 
Waltham, MA), and 100 ng/mL murine IGF-I. Every 48 h for 6 weeks, three-fourths of the 
differentiation medium was replaced with fresh medium.
2.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersion Spectroscopy (EDS)
Microspheres and acellular scaffolds were imaged via a Versa 3D Dual Beam (FEI, 
Hillsboro, OR) scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a detector for energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS). The BMP and TH11 microspheres were cryo-fractured using a sharp 
blade and the dispersion of BMP-2, TCP and HAp within the microspheres was further 
analyzed using EDS at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Pixel maps for atomic calcium, 
nitrogen and phosphorus were generated using Aztec analysis software (Oxford Instruments, 
Abingdon, United Kingdom). The PLGA (BLANK) microspheres were also imaged as a 
negative control to confirm the absence of calcium, nitrogen and phosphorous in the EDS 
maps.
2.6 Mechanical Testing
Unconfined compression tests of acellular (i.e., week 0) microsphere-based scaffolds (n = 6) 
were conducted using a uniaxial testing apparatus (Instron Model 5848, Canton, MA) with a 
50 N load cell. A custom-made stainless steel bath and a compression-plate assembly were 
mounted in the apparatus [39]. Cylindrical scaffold samples were compressed to 40% strain 
at a strain rate of 10%/min under phosphate-buffered saline [PBS—0.138 M sodium 
chloride, 0.0027 M potassium chloride] at 37°C. Among all possible testing modalities, 
compression at a 10%/min strain rate provides the most valuable information in terms of 
achieving high strain levels to view the entire stress-strain profile, which cyclic testing and 
stress relaxation/creep testing do not provide, and moreover a reproducible elastic modulus 
can be obtained without preconditioning as we have done in the past [40]. Compressive 
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moduli of elasticity were calculated from the initial linear regions, i.e., at ~5% strain, of the 
stress-strain curves as described previously [33, 27, 35, 26, 37, 38].
2.7 Porosity Measurement
We have previously demonstrated a close match between theoretical porosities and 
porosities measured by porosimetry and microCT [34, 26]. Therefore, a fluid saturation 
method as described previously [27] was used in this study to calculate the porosities of the 
scaffolds:
where VB, m, d, h, WW, WD, VP are the bulk volume, mass, diameter, height, wet weight, 
dry weight, and pore volume of the scaffolds, respectively. WWater and ρWater are the weight 
and density of water. Briefly, wet and dry weights of scaffolds were recorded after 
fabrication and porosities were determined by the above-described method.
2.8 Biochemical Analyses
Engineered constructs were analyzed for matrix production at 0 (i.e., 24 h post seeding), 3, 
and 6 weeks. The samples were digested in two different types of digestion solution (n = 6 
for each): (i) Papain solution for DNA and hydroxyproline (HYP) content analyses, and (ii) 
Triton-X solution for calcium content and ALP activity analyses. The papain digestion 
solution consisted of 125 mg/mL papain (from papaya latex), 5 mM N-acetyl cysteine, 5 
mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, and 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer (20 mM 
monobasic potassium phosphate, 79 mM dibasic potassium phosphate) (all reagents from 
Sigma Aldrich) in DI H2O. Engineered constructs were removed from culture in a sterile 
manner, placed in microcentrifuge tubes, homogenized with the papain solution (1 mL), and 
allowed to digest overnight in a 60°C water bath. The digested scaffolds were then 
centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 minutes to pellet fragments of polymer and other impurities 
and stored at −20°C. Later, the supernatant was used to determine DNA and hydroxyproline 
(HYP) contents using the PicoGreen (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and HYP (cat 
#MAK008, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) assays, respectively. For calcium and ALP 
analyses, constructs were digested in 0.05% Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 
and the supernatants were stored at −20°C before the analyses. Calcium content and alkaline 
phosphatase (ALP) activity were assessed using the QuantiChromTM Calcium Assay 
(DICA-500; QuantiChrom, Hayward, CA) and Alkaline Phosphatase Activity Colorimetric 
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Assay (K412–500, Biovision, Milpitas, CA) kits, respectively. The calcium contents of the 
acellular controls for TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups were also measured at each 
time point in an effort to distinguish the bioactivity provided by TCP and HAp from the 
calcium amounts retained in the scaffolds. The calcium contents for the TCP/HAp 7:3 and 
TCP/HAp 1:1 groups (both cellular and acellular) at week 0 are not reported because of 
incomplete extraction of calcium from these scaffolds.
2.9 Gene Expression Analyses
Reverse transcriptase quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) was performed for 
gene expression analyses in microsphere-based constructs (n = 6) at weeks 0, 1.5, 3, and 6. 
Certain groups at certain time points (indicated in Results section) had no Ct values, 
indicating that the fluorescence intensities in these samples did not cross the threshold 
fluorescence. These samples were marked as zero for RNA expression. RNA was isolated 
and purified using QIAshredders and an RNeasy Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) according to 
the manufacturer’s guidelines. Isolated RNA was converted to complementary DNA using a 
TaqMan High Capacity kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) in an Eppendorf RealPlex 
Mastercycler. TaqMan Gene expression assays from Applied Biosystems for appropriate 
genes (Table 1) were run in the Eppendorf system. A 2−ΔΔCt method was used to evaluate 
the relative level of expression for each target gene. For quantification, the BLANK 
constructs at week 0 were designated as the calibrator group and GAPDH expression as the 
endogenous control.
2.10 Histology and Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
At 6 weeks, microsphere-based constructs (n = 3) were soaked in 30% w/v sucrose 
(Thermofisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) solution in PBS for 24 h. Afterward, the constructs 
were equilibrated in optimal cutting temperature embedding medium (OCT, Tissue-Tek, 
Torrance, CA) overnight at 37°C and then frozen at −20°C. 10 µm thick sections were cut 
using a cryostat (Micron HM-550 OMP, Vista, CA) and stained using Hematoxylin (cell 
nuclei) and Eosin (cytoplasm); Masson’s trichrome for collagen, cell nuclei, and cytoplasm; 
Alizarin red for calcium phosphates; von Kossa for mineralization; and Sudan Black for 
residual polymer. Acellular constructs (n = 2) at week 6 from the TCP/HAp 7:3 and 
TCP/HAp 1:1 groups were also stained using Alizarin red and von Kossa. The sections from 
cellular constructs were stained for the presence of collagen type I using 
immunohistochemistry (IHC). Mouse monoclonal anti-collagen type I (1:200 dilution; 
Thermofisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) primary antibody was used for the immunostaining. 
Following the primary antibody, biotinylated secondary antibody was used followed with the 
ABC complex (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). The antibodies were visualized with 
the diaminobenzidine (DAB) substrate per the manufacturer’s (Vector Laboratories, 
Burlingame, CA) protocol. Negative controls were also run with the primary antibody 
omitted.
2.11 Statistical Analyses
GraphPad Prism 6 statistical software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA) was used to 
compare experimental groups using a one-factor ANOVA (sections 2.6 and 2.7) or a two-
factor ANOVA (sections 2.8 and 2.9) followed by a Tukey’s post hoc test, where p < 0.05 
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was considered significant. Additionally, standard box plots were constructed to eliminate 
outliers. All quantitative results are reported as average ± standard deviation within text or as 
average + standard deviation within figures.
3. Results
3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Figure 1 represents the scanning electron micrographs of all four types of microspheres. The 
microspheres in the BLANK (i.e., PLGA only) group had a smooth surface, while the 
microspheres in the BMP, TH73 (TCP/HAp 7:3), and TH11 (TCP/HAp 1:1) groups had 
minute pores on their surfaces. The BLANK and the BMP microspheres had a spherical 
morphology, whereas the TH73 and TH11 microspheres had a deflated soccer ball-like 
appearance with obvious indentations on the surfaces of the microspheres. Figure 2 depicts 
the distribution of atomic calcium (Ca), nitrogen (N) and phosphorous (P) in the interior of 
BLANK, BMP, and TH11 microspheres. As expected, the three elements were essentially 
absent from the BLANK microspheres. Nitrogen was uniformly distributed inside the BMP 
microspheres as demonstrated by the spectral maps. The EDS maps also depicted the 
presence of phosphorus and calcium in the BMP microspheres. Calcium and phosphorous 
were uniformly distributed inside the TH11 microspheres, while nitrogen was absent from 
the TCP/HAp 1:1 group. Figure 3 represents the SEM images of all of the scaffold groups 
used for the study. All scaffolds were porous in nature with interconnected pores.
3.2 Mechanical Testing
BLANK scaffolds had an average compressive modulus of 330 ± 120 kPa that was 80% (p < 
0.05) and 40-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the moduli of TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 
scaffolds, respectively (Figure 4). The average moduli of the BMP and TCP/HAp 7:3 groups 
were 35-fold (p < 0.05) and 22-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the modulus of the TCP/HAp 1:1 
group, respectively. No significant differences in compressive modulus were observed 
between the BMP and TCP/HAp 7:3 groups, or between the BMP and BLANK groups.
3.3 Porosity Measurement
The average porosity of the TCP/HAp 1:1 group was 47.7 ± 5.0%, which was 1.9-fold (p < 
0.05), 1.5-fold (p < 0.05), and 1.3-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the porosities of the BLANK, 
BMP, and TCP/HAp 7:3 groups, respectively (Figure 5). The porosity of the TCP/HAp 7:3 
group was 1.5-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the porosity of the BLANK group. No significant 
differences in porosities were observed between the BLANK and BMP groups.
3.4 Biochemical Analysis
3.4.1 DNA content—At week 0, the BLANK group had 8.3-fold (p < 0.05) and 3.1-fold 
(p < 0.05) higher DNA content than the TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups, 
respectively (Figure 6). The DNA content of the BMP group at week 0 was 7.2-fold (p < 
0.05) and 2.7-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the DNA contents of the TCP/HAp 7:3 and 
TCP/HAp 1:1 groups, respectively. No significant differences in DNA content were 
observed between the TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups at week 0. Additionally, no 
significant differences were observed in DNA content among the groups at weeks 3 or 6. 
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The DNA contents in the BLANK and BMP groups at week 0 were statistically significantly 
higher than their corresponding values at later time points, while no significant changes in 
DNA content were observed in the TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups over time. The 
BLANK group at week 0 had 22-fold (p < 0.05) and 8.6-fold (p < 0.05) higher amounts of 
DNA than its values at weeks 3 and 6, respectively. The BMP group at week 0 had 29-fold 
(p < 0.05) and 6-fold (p < 0.05) higher DNA content than its corresponding values at weeks 
3 and 6, respectively.
3.4.2 Hydroxyproline (HYP) content—At week 0, the BLANK group had 11-fold (p < 
0.05) higher net HYP content than the BMP group (Figure 7A). No significant differences in 
net HYP content were observed among any other groups at week 0. Additionally, no 
significant differences in net HYP content were observed among the groups at week 3. Week 
6 net HYP content results showed that only the TCP/HAp 7:3 group outperformed the 
BLANK control, with HYP content that was 2.7-fold (p < 0.05) higher. No significant 
differences in net HYP content were observed among any other groups at week 6. Only the 
BMP and TCP/HAp 7:3 groups showed significant changes in net HYP content over time. 
The BMP group at week 6 had 13-fold (p < 0.05) higher net HYP than its corresponding 
value at week 0. The net HYP contents of the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at weeks 3 and 6 were 
9.6-fold (p < 0.05) and 15-fold (p < 0.05) higher than its HYP content at week 0, 
respectively. In the normalized HYP (per DNA) content, no significant differences were 
observed among the groups at weeks 0 and 3 (Figure 7B). At week 6, both the TCP/HAp 7:3 
and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups outperformed the BLANK control in normalized HYP content 
with values that were 14-fold (p < 0.05) and 6.9-fold (p < 0.05) higher, respectively. 
Moreover, the normalized HYP contents in the TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups at 
week 6 were 15-fold (p < 0.05) and 7.9-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the HYP content in the 
BMP group, respectively. Additionally, the normalized HYP content in the TCP/HAp 7:3 
group at week 6 was 2-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the HYP content in the TCP/HAp 1:1 
group. Only the TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups showed significant changes in 
normalized HYP content over time. The TCP/HAp 7:3 group at week 6 had 35-fold (p < 
0.05) and 3.4-fold (p < 0.05) higher normalized HYP content than its matching values at 
weeks 0 and 3, respectively. The TCP/HAp 1:1 group at week 6 had 6.7-fold (p < 0.05) 
higher normalized HYP content than its value at week 0.
3.4.3 ALP activity—No significant differences were observed in the ALP activities among 
the groups at weeks 0 and 3 (Figure 8). However, at week 6, the TCP/HAp 7:3 and 
TCP/HAp 1:1 groups outperformed the BLANK control in ALP activity, with activities that 
were 40-fold (p < 0.05) and 20-fold (p < 0.05) higher, respectively. Additionally, the 
TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups at week 6 surpassed the BMP group in ALP 
activity, with activities that were 40-fold (p < 0.05) and 20-fold (p < 0.05) higher, 
respectively. Also, the ALP activity of the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at week 6 was 2-fold (p < 
0.05) higher than the ALP activity of the TCP/HAp 1:1 group. Only the TCP/HAp 7:3 
showed significant changes in ALP activity over time, with its week 6 activity being 1.8-fold 
(p < 0.05) and 3.3-fold (p < 0.05) higher than its activities at weeks 0 and 3, respectively.
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3.4.4 Calcium content—The calcium contents for the cellular BLANK and BMP 
constructs at week 0 were 32.7 ± 5.3 µg and 54 ± 19 µg, respectively. The calcium contents 
for the TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups (both cellular and acellular) at week 0 are 
not reported because of inadequate extraction of calcium from these scaffolds at that time 
point. Week 3 calcium content results showed no significant differences among groups at 
that time point (Figure 9). At week 6, the calcium content of the BMP group was 1.7-fold (p 
< 0.05) higher than the calcium content of the TCP/HAp 1:1 group. The calcium content of 
the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at week 6 was 3.3-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the calcium content of 
the TCP/HAp 7:3 [Acellular] group. No significant differences were observed in calcium 
content among the other groups at week 6. The BLANK group at week 3 had 21-fold (p < 
0.05) and 1.7-fold (p < 0.05) higher calcium content than its corresponding values at weeks 
0 and 6, respectively. Additionally, the calcium content of the BLANK group at week 6 was 
12-fold (p < 0.05) higher than its calcium content at week 0. The BMP group at weeks 3 and 
6 had 12-fold (p < 0.05) and 10-fold (p < 0.05) higher calcium contents than its matching 
value at week 0, respectively. The calcium content of the TCP/HAp 1:1 group at week 3 was 
1.7-fold (p < 0.05) higher than its corresponding value at week 6. The TCP/HAp 7:3 
[Acellular] and TCP/HAp 1:1 [Acellular] groups at week 3 had 3.9-fold (p < 0.05) and 3.2-
fold (p < 0.05) higher amounts of calcium than their matching values at week 6, respectively. 
No other group showed statistically significant changes in calcium content over time.
3.5 Gene Expression
3.5.1 RUNX2 and COL1A1—Both the BLANK and the BMP groups at week 0 had 3-
fold (p < 0.05) higher relative RUNX2 expression than the expression of the TCP/HAp 7:3 
group (Figure 10A). No significant differences were observed in the RUNX2 expression at 
week 0 among the BLANK, BMP and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups. At week 1.5, the RUNX2 
expression for the TCP/HAP 7:3 group was 2.1-fold (p < 0.05) and 3.8-fold (p < 0.05) 
higher than the expression values for the BMP and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups, respectively. No 
significant differences in RUNX2 expression were observed among the groups at weeks 3 
and 6. The TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups were the only groups that showed 
statistically significant changes in RUNX2 expression over time. The TCP/HAp 7:3 group at 
week 0 had 7.3-fold (p < 0.05) higher expression than at week 6. At week 1.5, the TCP/HAp 
7:3 group had 4.2-fold (p < 0.05) and 31-fold (p < 0.05) higher RUNX2 expression than its 
matching values at weeks 0 and 6, respectively. Moreover, the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at week 
3 had 18-fold (p < 0.05) higher RUNX2 expression than its expression at week 6. The 
TCP/HAP 1:1 group at week 3 had 3.7-fold (p < 0.05), 4.3-fold (p < 0.05), and 2.8-fold (p < 
0.05) higher RUNX 2 expression than its expression values at weeks 0, 1.5, and 6, 
respectively.
The COL1A1 (collagen I) expression values (Figure 10B) of the BLANK, BMP, and 
TCP/HAp 1:1 groups at week 0 were 2-fold (p < 0.05), 2-fold (p < 0.05), and 1.7-fold (p < 
0.05) higher than the expression value of the TCP/HAp 7:3 group, respectively. No 
significant differences were observed in COL1A1 expression among the BLANK, BMP, and 
TCP/HAp 1:1 groups at week 0. Additionally, no significant differences were observed in 
COL1A1 expression among the groups at weeks 1.5 and 3. At week 6, the TCP/HAP 1:1 
group outperformed the BLANK and BMP controls in COL1A1 expression with 7.5-fold (p 
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< 0.05) and 15-fold (p < 0.05) higher expression, respectively. In addition, the TCP/HAp 1:1 
group at week 6 had 60-fold (p < 0.05) higher COL1A1 expression than the TCP/HAp 7:3 
group at that time point. All of the groups showed statistically significant changes in 
COL1A1 expression over time. The BLANK group at week 0 had 5.4-fold (p < 0.05), 9.8-
fold (p < 0.05), and 12-fold (p < 0.05) higher COL1A1 expression than its corresponding 
values at weeks 1.5, 3, and 6, respectively. The BMP group at week 0 had 7.4-fold (p < 
0.05), 11-fold (p < 0.05), and 24-fold (p < 0.05) higher COL1A1 expression than its 
matching values at weeks 1.5, 3, and 6, respectively. The COL1A1 expression values of the 
TCP/HAp 7:3 group at weeks 0 and 1.5 were 48-fold (p < 0.05) and 34-fold (p < 0.05) 
higher than its week 6 value, respectively. The TCP/HAp 1:1 group at week 0 had 3.8-fold 
(p < 0.05) and 2.1-fold (p < 0.05) higher COL1A1 expression than its corresponding 
expression at weeks 1.5 and 3, respectively. Additionally, the TCP/HAp 1:1 group at week 6 
had 2.7-fold (p < 0.05) higher COL1A1 expression than its matching value at week 1.5.
3.5.2 BGLAP and IBSP—The BGLAP expression values for the BLANK group at weeks 
1.5, 3, and 6; BMP group at weeks 1.5 and 3; TCP/HAp 7:3 group at week 3; and TCP/HAp 
1:1 group at weeks 1.5 and 3, were marked as zero because the fluorescence intensities in 
these samples did not cross the threshold fluorescence. BGLAP expression (Figure 10C) 
showed no significant differences among groups at week 0. At week 1.5, the relative 
BGLAP expression of the TCP/HAp 7:3 group was statistically significantly (p < 0.05) 
higher than the expression of the BLANK, BMP, and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups. No significant 
differences were observed in BGLAP expression among the groups at week 3. Week 6 
BGLAP expression showed that the BMP group expression was statistically significantly (p 
< 0.05) higher than the expression of the BLANK group. In addition, the BMP group 
BGLAP expression at week 6 was 74-fold (p < 0.05) higher than the expression of the 
TCP/HAp 7:3 group. No significant differences in BGLAP expression were observed at 
week 6 between the BMP and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups. Only the BMP and TCP/HAp 7:3 
groups showed statistically significant changes in BGLAP expression over time. The BMP 
group at week 6 had statistically significantly (p < 0.05) higher BGLAP expression than its 
expression values at weeks 1.5 and 3. The TCP/HAp 7:3 group at week 1.5 had 14-fold (p < 
0.05) and 113-fold (p < 0.05) higher BGLAP expression than its corresponding values at 
weeks 0 and 6. Moreover, the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at weeks 1.5 and 6 had statistically 
significantly (p < 0.05) higher BGLAP expression than its value at week 3.
The IBSP expression values for the BLANK group at weeks 1.5 and 3; BMP group at weeks 
3 and 6; TCP/HAp 7:3 group at weeks 1.5, 3, and 6; and TCP/HAp 1:1 group at weeks 1.5 
and 3, were marked as zero because the fluorescence intensities in these samples did not 
cross the threshold fluorescence. No significant differences were observed in IBSP 
expression among the groups at weeks 0, 1.5 and 3 (Figure 10D). The TCP/HAp 1:1 group 
at week 6 outperformed the BLANK control with 98-fold (p < 0.05) higher IBSP expression. 
Moreover, the IBSP expression for the TCP/HAp 1:1 group at week 6 was statistically 
significantly (p < 0.05) higher than the expression of the BMP and TCP/HAp 7:3 groups. 
Only the TCP/HAp 1:1 group showed statistical significant changes in IBSP expression over 
time. The TCP/HAp 1:1 group at week 6 had 193-fold (p < 0.05) higher IBSP expression 
than its corresponding expression at week 0. Additionally, the TCP/HAp 1:1 group at week 6 
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had statistically significantly (p < 0.05) higher expression than its matching values at weeks 
1.5 and 3.
3.6 Histology and Immunohistochemistry
Figure 11 represents the histological staining for the BLANK, BMP, TH73 (TCP/HAp 7:3), 
and TH11 (TCP/HAp 1:1) groups at week 6. From H&E staining, it was clear that the 
BLANK and BMP groups were primarily tissue without any evidence of spherical 
microsphere shapes as observed in the TH73 and TH11 groups. Additionally, H&E images 
indicated toward higher cell numbers in the BLANK and BMP groups compared to the 
TCP/HAp groups. Masson’s trichrome staining images showed no apparent differences in 
staining intensities between the BLANK and BMP groups or between the TCP/HAp 7:3 and 
TCP/HAp 1:1 groups. The TCP/HAp groups had higher numbers of blue stained specks for 
collagen (indicated by arrows in than those observed in the BLANK and BMP groups. 
Alizarin red and von Kossa staining for calcium and calcium deposits was observed in all of 
the groups. The TCP/HAp 7:3 group stained more intensely for calcium and calcium 
deposits than the TCP/HAp 1:1 group, while no differences in staining intensities were 
observed between the BLANK and BMP groups. Additionally, the TCP/HAp groups had 
higher staining intensities for both the Alizarin Red and von Kossa than the staining 
intensities in the BLANK and BMP groups. The higher staining intensities for Alizarin red 
and von Kossa in the TCP/HAp scaffolds could be attributed to inherent calcium present in 
these scaffolds, which was confirmed by the histological images of the acellular TCP/HAp 
scaffolds (Supplementary Figure 2). All of the groups stained positively for Sudan Black, 
and microsphere architecture was evident in the TCP/HAp groups, whereas no discernable 
microsphere shapes were noted in the BLANK and BMP groups. The observance of intact 
microsphere structure with Sudan Black staining suggest that TCP and HAp encapsulation 
might have altered polymer degradation, which was also indicated by the macroscopic 
observations where the culture medium in the acellular BLANK and BMP scaffolds became 
acidic more rapidly than the medium in their TCP/HAp counterparts (Supplementary Figure 
3). Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining of week 6 microsphere-based scaffolds was 
positive for collagen I (Figure 12). Collagen I staining was more intense in the TCP/HAp 1:1 
group than the staining in the BLANK and TCP/HAp 7:3 groups. Moreover, the BMP group 
had more intense staining for collagen I than the staining in the BLANK group.
4. Discussion
The current study was the first to examine the effects of encapsulating TCP and HAp 
mixtures for stimulating osteogenesis in microsphere-based scaffolds. This work builds on 
our previous efforts establishing that incorporation of inorganic materials such as TCP, HAp, 
and bioactive glass (BG) alone in microsphere-based scaffolds provides both bioactive cues 
and building blocks for osteogenic differentiation of cells [33, 27, 24, 35, 28]. Additionally, 
it has been shown by others that combining TCP and HAp for bone regeneration is a 
promising strategy given that a combination of these materials provides both osteoinductive 
and osteoconductive cues to the surrounding cells [30, 41, 42, 31, 43–46]. Furthermore, we 
have previously demonstrated that higher concentrations (10 and 20 wt%) of TCP and HAp 
in microsphere-based scaffolds were more favorable for synthesis of ECM components 
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relevant to bone tissue, thus providing the motivation for encapsulating even higher 
concentrations of TCP and HAp than our previous reported studies [33, 27]. Hence, the 
present study investigated the response of rBMSCs to TCP/HAp mixtures, encapsulated at a 
concentration of 30 wt%, during osteogenic differentiation on microsphere-based scaffolds.
The SEM images depicted that all four types of microspheres were uniform in size, with 
average microsphere diameter ranging between 172–186 µm (Supplementary Figure 1). The 
BMP, TH73 (TCP/HAP 7:3), and TH11 (TCP/HAp 1:1) microspheres possessed micron and 
sub-micron pores on their surface, which could be attributed to particulate leaching during 
solvent removal and droplet hardening process [25]. Additionally, it was observed that the 
TH73 and TH11 microspheres had a deflated soccer ball-like shape, which may have 
contributed toward higher average porosities in the TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 
scaffolds compared to the BLANK and BMP groups. The deflated shapes might have 
resulted from the incongruent solvent exchange across the microsphere surface as a direct 
consequence of changes in emulsion viscosity due to addition of TCP/HAp mixtures into the 
polymer phase. We observed a similar phenomenon with PLGA microspheres containing 
bioactive glass (BG), where these microspheres were spherical in shape at the time of 
fabrication but lost their shape during the droplet hardening step [35]. Similar to our 
observations, Bao et al. [47] noted that the encapsulation of biphasic calcium phosphates 
(BCP) at a concentration of 30% or higher in poly(ε-caprolactone) microspheres fabricated 
using the emulsion solvent-evaporation method, also resulted in irregularly-shaped 
microspheres. It was suggested that the viscosity of the dispersion mixture of polymer and 
BCP increased with BCP concentrations higher than 30%, thereby affecting the 
dispersibility of the microemulsion in the continuous phase and also the efflux velocity of 
solvent during the solvent exchange that further led to non-uniform shaped microspheres 
with sunken structures. Although we noticed differences in microsphere morphologies 
among the groups, the scaffolds in all the groups were found to be porous in nature with 
interconnections among the pores, which agreed with our previous findings [27, 26]. 
Furthermore, the elemental distribution of calcium and phosphorus as observed via EDS 
confirmed the uniform distribution of calcium phosphates inside the TCP/HAp microspheres 
with no evidence of agglomeration at any site. The BMP microspheres depicted the presence 
of phosphorus that could be attributed to the PBS buffer used for reconstitution of the 
protein. The presence of calcium in BMP microspheres could be regarded as artifacts of the 
automatic peak identification software used for the EDS analysis [48].
Uniaxial compression testing results showed that the compressive moduli of microsphere-
based scaffolds were within an order of magnitude of the moduli for cancellous bone [49, 
50]. The compressive modulus of BLANK scaffolds was found to be at least 2 times as large 
as the moduli of the TCP/HAP 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups, while the porosities of the 
TCP/HAp groups were at least 1.5 times larger than the porosity of the BLANK scaffolds. 
The compressive modulus results agreed with our previous findings that the presence and 
subsequent modification of microspheres by calcium phosphates led to lower moduli of 
TCP/HAp scaffolds compared to the BLANK controls [33, 25]. Additionally, the modulus of 
TCP/HAp 1:1 scaffolds was significantly lower than the moduli of the BMP and TCP/HAp 
7:3 groups. The lower modulus in the TCP/HAp 1:1 group may be attributed to its higher 
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porosity as it has been shown that the compressive modulus is inversely related to the 
porosity of scaffolds [51, 52].
The biochemical content results revealed some interesting trends. It was observed that the 
TCP/HAp scaffolds at week 0 (24 h post seeding) had significantly lower DNA contents 
than the BLANK and BMP controls. Kucharska et al. [53] observed a similar trend in initial 
cell numbers when they cultured MG-63 osteoblast-like cells on chitosan-TCP microsphere 
based scaffolds. The cell numbers on the chitosan-TCP scaffolds were significantly lower 
than the controls 48 h post seeding; however, the elevated ALP activity of the cells at that 
time point suggested that the cells on the chitosan-TCP were being directed toward 
osteogenic differentiation as early as 2 days after seeding. Our ALP data at week 0 hint 
toward a similar phenomenon where rBMSCs were being directed toward osteogenic 
differentiation; however, no significant differences were observed in the ALP activities 
among groups at week 0. Although the DNA content was lower in the TCP/HAp groups 
initially, no significant differences were observed in DNA content among the study groups at 
later time points. The HYP and ALP results suggest that the incorporation of TCP and HAp 
in microsphere-based scaffolds enhanced synthesis of bone-relevant ECM components over 
time. The TCP/HAp groups at 6 weeks had roughly 8 times the amount of collagen per cell 
(HYP/DNA) as the BLANK and BMP controls, a trend we previously observed with HAp-
only microsphere-based scaffolds with comparable HYP amounts compared to the HAp-
only scaffolds [33]. In addition, the ALP activities in the TCP/HAp groups at week 6 were 
approximately 20 times higher than the activities in the BLANK and BMP groups at that 
time point. The total calcium content analysis suggests that the calcium detected in the 
TCP/HAp groups predominantly represented the inherent calcium remaining in these 
scaffolds. However, it was observed that the calcium content in the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at 
week 6 was about 1.4 times higher than the calcium content of its acellular equivalent. 
Additionally, the TCP/HAp 7:3 calcium content at week 6 was comparable to its week 3 
value, indicating that the cells might have retarded microsphere degradation, perhaps by 
covering the microspheres with collagen, etc. Higher secretion of calcium by the cells or 
incorporation of inherent calcium into the newly synthesized might have also contributed to 
the observed differences in calcium content between the acellular and cellular scaffolds in 
the TCP/HAp 7:3 group.
Gene expression data highlighted some key differences in the differentiation of rBMSCs on 
TCP/HAp scaffolds compared to those on the BLANK and BMP scaffolds. The TCP/HAp 
groups compared to the BLANK and BMP controls had lower expression values for 
RUNX2, COL1A1, and IBSP expression early on and had higher expression values at later 
time points. These differences in the expression of TCP/HAP groups and controls indicated 
that the presence of TCP/HAp may have inhibited expression of osteogenic markers initially 
[33, 27]. On the other hand, elevated expression of osteogenic genes in the TCP/HAp groups 
at later time points signifies that the incorporation of ceramic mixture propelled the 
differentiation of the seeded cells toward osteogenic lineage. Furthermore, differences in 
gene expression were observed between the TCP/HAp encapsulating groups with both the 
groups showing fluctuating expressions for RUNX2, COL1A1, and BGLAP over time. 
These oscillating expression patterns in the TCP/HAp groups may suggest that the rBMSCs 
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responded differently to different TCP/HAp ratios in microsphere-based scaffolds [54, 30, 
41, 31, 43].
Histological images of the engineered constructs at week 6 suggested higher cell numbers in 
the BLANK and BMP groups compared to the TCP/HAp groups. However, failure to 
observe any statistically significant differences in DNA content at week 6 among groups 
suggest that observed differences in cell number (if any) might have been due to differences 
in initial cell attachment. Masson’s trichrome images pointed toward higher collagen 
synthesis in the TCP/HAp groups, thus agreeing with the biochemical results of the study 
that demonstrated higher collagen synthesis (on per cell basis) in TCP/HAp constructs at 6 
weeks. Additionally, collagen I IHC images depicted that the TCP/HAp 1:1 scaffolds at 
week 6 stained more intensely for collagen I than the TCP/HAp 7:3 scaffolds, further 
concurring with the gene expression data where COL1A1 expression in TCP/HAp 1:1 
scaffolds at week 6 was significantly higher than the TCP/HAp 1:1 group at that time point. 
Alizarin red and von Kossa stains demonstrated that all scaffold groups possessed a mineral 
matrix of calcium and calcium phosphates at week 6, with the TCP/HAp encapsulating 
groups exhibiting the most-intense staining. Additionally, the staining intensities for Alizarin 
red and von Kossa stains were higher in the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at week 6 than the 
intensities in the TCP/HAp 1:1 group at that time point. Furthermore, it was observed that 
the mineral staining intensities in the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at week 6 were higher than their 
acellular counterparts (Supplementary Figure 2). The TCP/HAp constructs are expected to 
stain positive for mineralization because of inherent mineral present in these scaffolds. The 
higher mineral staining intensities in the TCP/HAp 7:3 at week 6 suggest that the cells in the 
TCP/HAp 7:3 group either made more calcium or utilized inherent calcium as a raw material 
in the ECM, thereby agreeing with the calcium content results. Sudan Black staining 
indicated presence of residual polymer in all of the groups after 6 weeks of culture, although 
residual spherical shapes of the microspheres were evident only in the TCP/HAp groups. 
Additionally, the TCP/HAp scaffolds had a lower degree of swelling throughout the 6-week 
culture period than the BLANK and BMP scaffolds. The observance of intact microsphere 
structure with Sudan Black staining and less severity of the macroscopic changes in the 
TCP/HAp groups suggest that TCP and HAp encapsulation might have retarded polymer 
degradation due to their intrinsic buffering capacity [55].
In summary, the results of the current study demonstrated that TCP/HAp encapsulation into 
microsphere-based scaffolds altered microsphere morphology, impacted the mechanical 
properties of the scaffolds (i.e., reduced moduli) and influenced the differentiation of the 
seeded rBMSCs toward an osteogenic lineage. Higher end point ECM synthesis and 
enhanced expression of osteogenic markers in TCP/HAp groups relative to the BMP-2 group 
suggest that the TCP/HAp encapsulation fast-tracked the osteogenic commitment of cells on 
these scaffolds. Additionally, biochemical and gene expression evidence was presented for 
the TCP/HAp groups outperforming the BLANK and BMP controls. Furthermore, 
differences in gene expression profiles between the TCP/HAp groups hint that the cells 
responded differently to two different ratios of TCP and HAp presented to them. Lastly, we 
did not specifically explore degradation of the TCP/HAp scaffolds; however, our histological 
and macroscopic findings indicate that the presence of TCP/HAp altered polymer 
degradation in microsphere-based scaffolds [56, 57]. Altogether, it can be concluded that 
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TCP/HAp mixtures when incorporated into microsphere-based gradient scaffolds may be 
able to enhance the performance of the bone-like region of the engineered construct by 
providing raw materials for the regenerating tissue.
5. Conclusions
The current study employed bioceramic mixtures of TCP and HAp encapsulated in 
homogeneous microsphere-based scaffolds to promote osteogenesis of BMSCs. TCP/HAp 
mixtures boosted the secretion of extracellular matrix (ECM) components relevant to bone 
tissue and in some instances even outperformed the BMP-2 positive control group as 
indicated by the biochemical, gene expression, histology, and immunohistochemical data. 
Additionally, gene expression data hinted that the rBMSCs responded differently to different 
TCP/HAp ratios presented to them. Overall, it can be concluded that TCP/HAp mixtures 
when incorporated into microsphere-based gradient scaffolds may be able to enhance the 
performance of the bone-like region of the engineered construct by providing raw materials 
for the regenerating tissue.
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Scanning electron micrographs of microspheres. BLANK (PLGA-only), BMP (PLGA with 
BMP-2 encapsulated), TH73 (PLGA with 30 wt% TCP/HAp 7:3), and TH11 (PLGA with 
30 wt% TCP/HAp 1:1) microspheres. The images reveal the distinct morphological features 
of the microspheres used in different scaffold groups; note the porous nature of the surface 
of the BMP microspheres, and the deviation from the perfect spherical form for the TH73 
and TH11 microspheres. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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Scanning electron micrographs (left column) and energy dispersive spectral maps of cryo-
fractured microspheres for atomic calcium (Ca), nitrogen (N), and phosphorous (P). 
BLANK (PLGA-only), BMP (PLGA with BMP-2 encapsulated), and TH11 (PLGA with 30 
wt% TCP/HAp 1:1). Note the uniform distribution of nitrogen in BMP microspheres and of 
calcium and phosphorus in the TH11 microspheres. Scale bars: 25 µm.
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Scanning electron micrographs of acellular microsphere-based scaffolds. BLANK (PLGA-
only), BMP (PLGA with BMP-2 encapsulated), TH73 (PLGA with 30 wt% TCP/HAp 7:3), 
and TH11 (PLGA with 30 wt% TCP/HAp 1:1) scaffolds. All of the scaffolds were porous in 
nature with interconnected pores. Scale bars: 100 µm.
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Average compressive moduli of elasticity of acellular microsphere-based scaffolds at week 
0. All values are expressed as the average + standard deviation (n = 6). The TCP/HAp 
groups had significantly lower moduli than the BLANK and BMP controls. *significant 
difference from the BLANK negative control group, @significant difference from the BMP 
positive control group, and $significant difference from the TCP/HAp 7:3 group (p < 0.05).
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Average porosities of different scaffold groups. All values are expressed as the average + 
standard deviation (n = 6). The TCP/HAp groups had significantly higher porosities than the 
BLANK and BMP controls. *significant difference from the BLANK negative control 
group, @significant difference from the BMP positive control group, and $significant 
difference from the TCP/HAp 7:3 group (p < 0.05).
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Total DNA content as measured in the microsphere-based scaffolds over weeks 0, 3 and 6. 
All values are expressed as the average + standard deviation (n = 6). The TCP/HAp groups 
had significantly lower DNA content than the BLANK and BMP controls at week 0, while 
no significant differences were observed among the groups at later time points. *significant 
difference from the BLANK negative control group at same time point, @significant 
difference from the BMP positive control group at same time point, and #significant change 
from its value at week 0 (p < 0.05).
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HYP content as measured in the microsphere-based scaffolds over weeks 0, 3 and 6. (A) 
Total HYP content in micrograms per construct. (B) Normalized HYP content in 
micrograms per microgram of DNA. All values are expressed as the average + standard 
deviation (n = 6). The TCP/HAp groups had significantly higher normalized HYP content 
than the BLANK and BMP controls at week 6. *significant difference from the BLANK 
negative control group at same time point, @significant difference from the BMP positive 
control group at same time point, &significant difference from the TCP/HAp 1:1 group at 
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same time point, #significant change from its value at week 0, and %significant change from 
its value at week 3 (p < 0.05).
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ALP activity in ‘Glycine Units’ per micrograms DNA. Glycine Unit refers to the amount of 
enzyme causing the hydrolysis of one micromole of pNPP per minute at pH 9.6 and 25°C 
(glycine buffer). All values are expressed as the average + standard deviation (n = 6). The 
TCP/HAp groups outperformed the BLANK and BMP controls in ALP activity at week 6. 
*significant difference from the BLANK negative control group at same time point, 
@significant difference from the BMP positive control group at same time point, 
&significant difference from the TCP/HAp 1:1 group at same time point, #significant 
change from its value at week 0, and %significant change from its value at week 3 (p < 
0.05).
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Total calcium content as measured in the microsphere-based scaffolds over weeks 0, 3 and 6. 
The calcium contents of the TCP/HAp 7:3 and TCP/HAp 1:1 constructs (both cellular and 
acellular) at week 0 are not reported because of inadequate extraction of calcium from these 
scaffolds. All values are expressed as the average + standard deviation (n = 6). The 
TCP/HAp 7:3 group had significantly higher calcium than the TCP/HAp 7:3 [Acellular] 
group at week 6. @significant difference from the BMP positive control group at same time 
point, $significant difference from the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at same time point, #significant 
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change from its value at week 0, and %significant change from its value at week 3 (p < 
0.05).
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Relative gene expression. All values are expressed as the average + standard deviation (n = 
6). The gene expression of the TCP/HAp groups was lower compared to that of the BLANK 
and BMP controls initially; however, it was higher at later time points. *significant 
difference from the BLANK negative control group at same time point, @significant 
difference from the BMP positive control group at same time point, $significant difference 
from the TCP/HAp 7:3 group at same time point, & significant difference from the 
TCP/HAp 1:1 group at same time point, # significant change from its value at week 0, ^ 
significant change from its value at week 1.5, and % significant change from its value at 
week 3 (p < 0.05).
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Histological staining of cell-seeded microsphere-based constructs at week 6. BLANK, BMP, 
TH73 (TCP/HAp 7:3), and TH11 (TCP/HAp 1:1) scaffolds were stained for H&E, Masson’s 
trichrome, Alizarin red, von Kossa, and Sudan Black. The TCP/HAp groups showed 
deposits of collagen (indicated by arrows), while no such deposits were observed in the 
BLANK and BMP controls. Scale bars: 100 µm.
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Immunohistochemical staining of microsphere-based constructs at week 6. BLANK, BMP, 
TH73 (TCP/HAp 7:3), and TH11 (TCP/HAp 1:1) scaffolds were stained for Collagen I. 
Images of negative controls (primary antibody omitted) are also shown. Collagen I staining 
was more intense in the BMP and TCP/HAp 1:1 groups than the staining in the BLANK 
group. Scale bars: 100 µm.
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Table 1
Genes used for RT-qPCR analysis
Gene Symbol TaqMan Assay ID
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase GAPDH Rn01775763_g1
Collagen type I COL1A1 Rn01463848_m1
Runt-related transcription factor 2 RUNX2 Rn01512298_m1
Bone gamma- carboxyglutamate protein BGLAP Rn00566386_g1
Integrin-binding sialoprotein IBSP Rn00561414_m1
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